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Minnesota, SCSU vote for Clinton, Wellstone
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

For the first time since Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's re-election in

1944, a Democrat was elected for
another presidential term.

Bill Clinton, also the youngest
president

to

win

re-election,

gathered 379 electoraJ votes. Bob
Dole, his GOP opponent, came
away with 159 electoral votes, less

than half Clinton's number.

undecided seats stand, Republican

Clinton's margin of victory was

representatives will be fewer this

approximately equal to his 370-168
win over George Bush in 1992.
In the U.S. Senate, Republicans

session than last, but will sti ll
outnumber Democrats in Congress.
There will be two independent

fared better, increasing their representatives in the new
majority by two seats, to 55. Congress.
Several house elections may be ·
51 percent of Minnesotans voted
recounted, but the majority of for Clinton, compared with 35
representatives
will
remain percent for Dole. The remainder of
Republican.
the vote was split among Ross Perot
If the original totals for the and candidates for other parties.

Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-Minn.)
defeated Rudy Boschwitz in the
sen·ate race by less than 10 percent.
Reform candidate Dean Barkley
garnered 7 percent of the vote. .
At SCSU, Wellstone did much
better. 688 students cast votes for
him compared to 367 for
Boschwitz.
The race for U.S. House district
7 was won by DFLcandidateCollin
Peterson, with an overwhelming

majority. 68 percent of voters chose
him over his opponent Darrell
McKigney, SCSU students favored
Peterson o_ver McKigncy by a
similar margin, 705 to 307.
For the· state Legislature,
Republican Dave KJeis defeated his
challenger John Ellenbecker for the
District 16 state Senate seat by 6
percent.

Go TO ELECTION,
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1,184 vote at
SCSU, up
from last
election
by Monica Erion
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Tina and the B-Side Movement put on a high energy show Monday evening in Kimberly A. Ritsche Audttorium. The band's
play list Included songs from their recent release, "Salvation." The concert was a special presentation of KVSC's Monday
Night Live.

Thirteen hours after the doors to the
Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom opened
Tuesday, 1,184 people had walked through
them to cast their ballots. Of those, 925
registered to vote on-site.
Eight election judges and a couple of
student volunteers helped voters throughout
the day to register and vote at one of the eight
voting sites available in the ballroom.
Those who voted did so for a variety of
reasons.
Senior Butch Fealy, who voted in the
morning, said he kept himself apprised of lhe
candidates and issues through the media.
"It's really our only chance to be heard,"
Fealy said. "I think as a college student, you
need to be aw.ire because there are so many
progran:is that are being cut, like financial aid.
ff we don't say anything about our programs
that are being cut, then we're pretty much up
the river."

Go ro ·STUDENTS,
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Elections likely to maintain status quo for students
by Frank Rajkowski
STAFF WRITER

Election '96 is history. The
American voters have spoke!}.
By and large, that voice has
spoken to maintain the status quo at
00th 1he national and state Ii:vels, so
what, if any affect are these
elections likely to have on students

at SCSU and in the Minnesota State
Colleges and UnivCrsity system?
Frank Viggiano, executive
director of the Minnesota State
University Student Association,
said students at the seven state
universities are unlikely to face any
big changes . as a result of lhis
election.
·
"It's just about the same as it

was before," Viggiano said.
Democrat Bill Clinton won reelection to the presidency, but he ·
will have to again deal with a
Republican-controlled Senate -and
House of Representatives.
Although Democrats in the
House were able to pick up several
seats, they still trail the GOP 227 to
207. Republicans may pick up one

or two seats in the Senate,
depending on the results of a race in
Oregon yet to be determined.
In statewide elections, the DFL
held on to control of both the State
Senate
and
House
of
Representitives.
Although the state Senate is now
controled by a DFL majority of 4224 with one independent, the

Republicans had hoped to gain
control of the House.
Going into Tuesday's election,
the DFL held the majority by a
razor-thin margin of 69-65.
Although results _were not yet
official at press time Wednesday, it
appears the DFL picked up one seat
and will control 7()..64.

Go TO MSUSA,
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TWO
WHAT'S
HAPPENING
FRIDAY
Hockey
7:05 vs. University of
Minnesota-Duluth at

National Hockey Center.

UBU the King
8 p.m. Performing Arts
Center. For tickets call 255-

2455. Show ends Nov. 9.

Dylan Hicks, Mike
Rennee
Perform at the Java Joint.

SATURDAY
Football
vs. Augustana, noon at
Selke Field.

Friday,
November 8, 1996

CAMPUS & COMMUNITY
Glasser to give seminar
"A day with Dr. William Glasser'' is the title
of an seminar to be conducted November 21 at

the St. Cloud Civic Center. Glasser is a
psychiatrist who specializes in improving school
programs using what he calls "Choice Theory."
The registration fee for the event is $75 fOr

the gener:il public and $35 for students.
Curriculum directors and students interested in
social work, psychology, counseling or teaching
are encouraged lO attend. The event is cosponsored by the SCSU Center for continuing
studies.

Black literature
videoconference to be
presented at SCSU
A videoconference on the progress and status
of black literature will be presented by from
noon to 2:00 November 20 in Centennial Hall,

room 20.

Swimming

The confe rence will address issues contributions to organizations and the
concerning writing opportunities for young community.
Kurnalo's presentation will be on developing
African-Americans, influences of black
literature on culture and the role of black and effective student leaders. No reservations are
minority publishing companies in expanding the · needed for the event, and lunch with leaders is
scope of black literature.
open to all students and staff. For more
Panelists will discuss the barriers that infonnation, contact University Organizations at
confront African-American authors wishing to 255-3004.
publish and attempt to define the current and
future state of Black Literature in America. The
panel will be moderated by Maureen Bunyan,
MSNBC News Anchor.

. City Chamber of
Commerce accredited

Lunch with leaders
f~tures student
A brown-bag lunch series called Lunch with
Leaders will feature campus and community
leaders in an infonnal discussion fonnat.
The november 14 session will take place at
noon in the quarry. Host Yusi Kumalo, who
presently works as a banking and finance
professional in St. Cloud. KumaJo is a graduate
student at SCSU, and has received the
Excellence in Leadership Award for

The St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce
has been reaccredited by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. The accredation program was
begun by the U.S. Chamber to recognize
effective organization perfonnance, and the St.
Cloud chapter has been an accredited
organization for 20 years.
The accredation program is a voluntary
process by which local chambers of commerce
can perfonn self-study and analysis. The St.
Cloud Chapter prepares and submits an
evaJuation report every five years for
reaccreditation.
·

vs. Univer~ity of Wisconsin-

Eau Claire, 1 p.m.

STATE & NATION

Halenbeck Hall pool.

Hockey
vs. University of MlnnesotaDuluth, 7:05 p.m. at, National

Hockey Center.

SUNDAY
Classical Cookout II
4 p.m., Ritsche Auditorium.
Presented by the SCSU
Sonare Orchestra and
Concert Choir. Call 2553223 for ticket information.

MONDAY
Veterans Day
SCSU will not conduct any

classes.

- TUESDAY
Dennis Warnerperforms in the Quarry at 8
p.m. Call UPB for more
information 255-2205.

Olympic Games
lecturer
John Lucas speaks at 7:30

p.m., Ritsche Auditorium.

WEDNESDAY

DOA.f ires mens
basketball coach

coach of the year in 1995. His
record in eight years at UCLA was

UCLA fired mens basketball
coach Jim Harrick Wednesday for
NCAA violations regarding hiS
expense account and recruiting.
The school cited Harrick with
violations of the NCAA ethics
code.
The firing comes less than
two years after Harrick led the
Bruins to the 1994-95 NCAA
title. Harrick was' named NCAA

Secretary of
State resigns
from post

Theatre. For more
information, call Minority
Student Programs at 2553003.

Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Weather delays
U.S. Mars launch

U.S . .Secetary of State Warren
Christopher resigned, but will
remain in his post until after
President
Bill
Clinton's
inauguration in January, U.S.

NASA .posponed the first of
three planned probes bound for
Mars. Lift-off was scheduled for
noon EST yesterday. NASA must
Jauch the probe by Nov. 25, because
trips to Mars are only possible once
every 26 months.

Boston College
suspends 13
football players
Boston College suspended
13 football players Wednesday
for betting on college and
professional sports including
two who bet against their own
team.
The NCAA is continuing their
investigation. The Eagles play
against Notre Dame Saturday.
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Um~ersity Chronicle (US~s'
is written and ~dlt~
Cl~d State Uni:er;ity "s,u,dents and is
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Election '76 on the SCSU
campus created a stir. Two
students were chased
leading to their capture by
two other students while
ripping down local

Editorial, production and offk:e facilities are in 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU. The newspaper is funded with
st_u ~~I .activity fees _through the ,St~dent Gov_
emm~nl Finan_ce Co!1,lmittee.

democratic campaign signs.
The victims of the mischief
were James Pehler and
Richard Nolan. It just so
hAppened that the people
who caught the pranksters
were members of the SCSUDFL.

per
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Kick-off prepares students for Job Fair
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

In anticip'ation of Job Fair '97,
SCSU's
Career
Services
department held a kick-off party on
Wednesday, in the Atwood. Little
Theatre.

'.'The purpose [of the party] is to
get students informed about the Job

"Probably the nwst significant
recruiting opportunity in Minnesota
exists at the Minnesota J,ob Fair,
Rich Murray

Fair and to get them to start

DIRECTOR OF SCSLJ CAREER SERVICES

preparing for it," said Todd Derides,
a representative of the Schwan's
company.
Dericks, along with two
other
representatives
from

Schwan's

participated

in

the

Job Fair '97 Kick-Off party.
Along with providing pizza
and drinks . for the participants,

the

representatives

took

the

opportunity to talk to students about
their company before the fair
begins.
Job Fair '9] will take place on
Feb. 10 from 8:30a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

at the Minneapolis Convention

Center.

be

Over 120 employers will
on
hand to speak to students about
possible internships or jobs, along

Joe
Andries,
operation
manager at Schwan's, talks to
students at the Job Fair KickOff Wednesday in the Atwood
Little Theatre.

with answering questions that
students might have.
.
"Probably the most significant
recruiting opportunity in Minnesota
exists at the MinnesOta Job Fair,"
said Rich Murray, Director of
SCSU Career Services.
Other companies from industry,
government, human resources and
business fields wi1r · also be
available for students benefit.
Some of the corporations
participating include Pillsbury,
the Peace Corps, 3M, Norwest
Bank, Hennipcn County, Tai-get
Stores and Schwan's.
The Job Fair is put together
by departments from the Minnesota
State
Universities,
and
is
open to state university students and
a1umni only.
'Tus is a closed event. Only
current students and alumni of state
universities can attend," Murray
said.

To participate in ihe Job Fair
students must register with Career
Services. An application has to be
filled out and a $15 fee must be
submitted. The fee helps to cover
the $35,000 bill for renting the
Minneapolis Convention Center.
Students wishing to interview
with companies should apply
early, according to Murray. The
resumes of students Will be mailed
from Career Services to the
appropnate companies on a predecided date.
Employers could begin looking
the resumes over as early as Jan I,
saidDcricks.
"What is unique about this event
is that [students] will have the
opportunity to interview that day,"
Murray said.
Interested students should
contact Career Services at 2151 for
more information or an application
for the event.

University prepares Red Cross blood drive draws
for semester switch low numbers in recent effort
by Sara Litecky

credits should be distributed throughout
the departments.
.
The committee. approved a tentative
The state · university system will proposal Tuesday. Now, the general
convert from quarters to semesters in the education program will be presented to the
fall of l 998.
faculty senate as a motion. The senate will
The change follows a law passed tidy it up and make any necessary changes.
during the 1995 Minnesota legislative Then it will be passed on to the
session that requires all public colleges administration to decide if it is ready for
and universities to adjust their calendars approval or needs further changes.
for a semester 'system that will be
'The proposal has created a lot of
implemented statewide.
~ - - - - - discussion on campus. I believe
Moorhead
, Slate
that is good because we want
University was the first
the best ·general education
of Minnesota's seven
Ii\
program," said Dr. Mark Nook,
STAFF WRITER

oo•~·-----

m----,~-

STR A'TEGIC
!~ k_?.

change to the semester
member of the general
system in 1995.
:---...
education committee. 'These
"We 've learned from
ideas vary with different view
their mistakes and have
points, but it raises the level of
been able to observe what
discussion," Nook added.
worked," said Dr. Lin
IDTf l\ W"NTfWfl"q
According to Larkin, the
Holder, associate vice
lrllifil.!\l!\lil!\l\Ul university hopes to finish the
president of academic
semester conversion package
affairs.
this year. "'Then, next year, we can advise
Currently, the SCSU general education students and clean up any details," he
committee is working toward an added.
·
agreement on the general education
Once the general education program
program. The committee is made up of 12 has been completed, departments will need
faculty members, two from each college.
to tum in a semester conversion package.
'The general education program is These packages will include course
being thoroughly discussed. We're descriptions, changes in c0urse offerings,
working very hard on what to keep and descriptions of the department's prtigrams
what to change," said Andrew Larkin, and any changes made within these
professor of economics and chainnan of programs.
the faculty general education committee.
Moving
toward
the
semester
Genera] education requirements need conversion is a continuous step. "I think
to be set forth. Several departments on that students should watch the process,"
campus need to know what the general Nook said.
education program consists of in order to
"We're real determined that the
detennine its own requirements for that conversion won't hurt students," said ·
specific major.
Holder. Students concerned about the
. The general education committee has change from quarters to semesters can
decided upon 40 semester c11=dits for the contact the Office for Academic Affairs in
general education program. Now the Academic Services room 209 or contact
members need to determine how those their adVisor.
•

'Jo have a successful bloodmobile, you
need to have committed appointments· that are
going to show up," said Hollinger.
Last year, the amount of blood collected
was shy of the total goal of 330 units, but only
by JO units.
Weather influences the number of walk-ins,
by Erin Ghere
Hollinger said. It is likely that rain on the day
of the bloodmobile would have prevented
$TAFF WRITER
some people from s'eeing the signs outside and
According to Colleen Hollinger, director of deciding to donate blood.
the Central Minnesota Chapter of the Red
According to Hollinger, collecting blood is
Cross, Central Minnesota has a very low not the only goal of the SCSU blood drive.
amount of blood for - - - - - - - - - - - - Another goal is to get

Donations fall 57 units
short of 330 unit goal
after three days

useatthepresenttime
and the numbers for
SCSU's bloodmobile
drive reflected those
low numbers.
This
year's
bloodmobi le
took
place from Oct. 21 10
Oct. 23.
"We have been
collecting blood [at
SCSU] for several
years,"
Hollinger
said. "History has
shown that college
students are very
open to being firsttime donors. They
have
flexible

schedules and it"s
convenient because
they are right on
campus."
.
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The goal for SCSU's collection drive was

110 units each day, but only 81 units per day
werereceived,accordingtoMaryWa1ersofthc
Central Minnesota Red Cross.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity is the
organization ·responsible for organizing blood
donations and collection. According to
Hollinger, the fraternity was counting on more
people walking in from campus to donate and
those people never came.

students interested in
blood donation so they
continue to do so in the
future.
"If we get people
to be first time donors
in
cO!lege,
they'll
continue
donating
blood wherever they
become employed," said
Hollinger.
All of the blood
collected from students
at SCSU will be used in
the St. Cloud area and
used within 44 days.
"We need them to
donate blood because it
helps patients in this

area.•• said Hollingec. "It
goes to people suffering
from
cancer,
bum
victims, trauma victims

and surgery patients."
·
Although the Red Cross was hoping to meet
their goals, Central Minnesota's blood supply
will stay stable, according to Hollinger. Excess
blood received at other bloodmobiles will fill
the void.
The Red Cross will offer an opportunity
for SCSU students lo redeem themselves
when they return for another bloodmobile in
January.
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Student compares Nepal, U.S. cultures
by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever wondered what

it would be like to live in another
country? On Wednesday afternoon,
a SCSU student discussed just
that.
Pradyumna Rajregmi, SCSU
junior and Business Computer
Information
Services
major,

discuss.ed life in Nepal. This
presentation was sponsored by the
Center for International Studies.
Rajregmi moved to Minnesota
after completing his education in

Nepal. In this country, children go
through

13

years

of general

education (K-12), Rajregmi said in
his country children go through 10.
After his general education was
completed, Rajregmi received his

Associate's Degree. When he came
to this country he was shocked to

find out he would have to
recomplete this degree.
"When I got here, I had
completed IO years of school
and two years of college," Rajregmi
said. "I thought I would graduate
in two years after I came here, but
I was told i would have to start
all over because I had only
finished
twelve
years
of
schooling."
Rajregmi
started
his
presentation by giving a brief
background of the country itself.
Nepal is a landlocked country,

Kristine White/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER.

Pradyumna Rajregmi talks to Robin Hasslen, professor of child and family studies, and freshman
Caly Mackey after his presentation on Nepal Wednesday in North Voyagers room in Atwood;
meaning it is surrounded by land China and India, the land is very
mountainous, and only 17 percent
of it is farmable.
The
capital
of
Nepal,
Kathmandu is the biggest city in
the country. The actual name
means wooden building for
ritlial ceremonies. Rajregmi said
it is named this bec_ause of a

big wooden building in the
center of the city. According to
legend, the building was made
from the wood of one single tree, he
said.
According to Rajregmi, Nepal is
the only Hindu kingdom in the
world.
India is a Muslim country, but is
not ruled by a king like Nepal.

Buddhism also has roots in Nepal,
he said.
''Gautam Budda was born in
Nepal," Rajregmi said. "Many
people think he was born in
India, but that is not so. He did
not travel to India until later in his
life."
Marriages in Nepal are
arranged. Rajregmi said when two

people are interested in one another,
they select a mediator ,to convince
the others parents they are the right
ones for their children. He said in
Nepal, however, marriages last until
death.
"Not like in this country where
is person is • married two yeai:s
then may~ they stay together,
or maybe they don't," Rajregmi
said. "In Nepal, you stay married
until you die."
Men in Nepal are responsible
for the support of the family.
Rajregmi said how women in this
country are treated cannot be
compared . to the way women in
Nepal are treated.
He said he does not believe any
civil rights American citizens have
and except, can be compared to the
rights individuals in countries we
do not live in.
Stefeny Groskreutz, Special
Education
major
thought
Rajregmi's
presentation
was
quite infonnational and interesting.
"I never heard much about the
area before this," she said.
Mahammad Raza, cultural
coordinator for the CIS, said
this type of presentation is done 3
times a quarter. He said it is very
beneficial for individuals who have
never been in a different country to
get a chance to learn something
about another culture.
"I want people know about
different cultures," Raza said.

Printer breakdown causes Education, cultural
campus phone book delay diversity discussed
by Eric S. Dietz

by Mike Creger

donnitories Thursday. Books will be available for pickup today at four locations on campus - Atwood,
Leaming Resources Center, Administrative Services
When you see a guy - - - - - - ~ ~ and the College of Education.
floundering around the campus
"People have been fairly patient,"
mall today - yelling "the new
Barnhouse said of the week delay. "But
phone books are here, the new
after Nov. I comes around, they get a little
phone books are here" - don't
uptight."
shrug it off as some kind of Steve
Perhaps, no one is more relieved than
Martin perfonnance art.
Barnhouse that the books are out at all. 'There
It's the real deal.
were a lot of office changes," she said. "More
The 1996-97 S.CSU University
than I've ever seen here." Barnhouse should
Directories are indeed being
know, she's been Publications Editor for 18
distributed today. '
. years.
· The coveted booklet of
Despite the many alterations to last year's
campus administration, staff and ·
directory, the deadlines leading to a Nov. I
student phone numbers and
release were met, Barnhouse said. "It all went
addresses was scheduled to be
well until the press breakdown."
released a week ago, Nov. 1.
The color photo on the front of
SCSU Publications Editor Sandy Barnhouse said that a the directory was shot by Public Relations
breakdown at the printing plant caused the delay.
Photographer Jim Altobell. It features a shot of the
Barnhouse expected the directories to be sent to campus mall, where you just might see that Steve
offices through campus mail and dropped at student Martin impersonator today.

. STAFF WRITER

GRAPHICS EDITOR

Dr. Sonia Nieto, a professor of
education in the Cultural Diversity
and Curriculum Reform Program at
the University of Massachusetts
spoke to students and faculty
Wednesday evening in Atwood
Memorial Center
Ballroom
concerning multicultural education
in universities, secondary education
and primary education.
"You cannot take education out
of the context of multiculturalness,"
said Nieto. "If it turns into Black
History Month or a diversity dinner,
it has lost it's core meaning."
Multicultural education needs to
be part of the larger picture. Antiracist, pervasive and social justice
need to encompass multicultural
education.
Participants
of
multicultural education classes

Community Bio-Resources

need to go beyond tolerances
and be able to understand and
accept these differences, Nieto
explained.
"Societal
attitudes
and
behaviors need to be changed,"
Nieto said. "Institutional and
structural changes need to take
place."
Nieto conducted a case study on
American school children and
examined their backgrounds. as
well as how they perceived
themselves. She used the findings
from these children to help her class
understand the way different
cultural groups see themselves.
"We need to start seeing
differences," she said. ''To not see
differences means we don't accept
those differences."

Go m EDUCATION, PAGE 5 •
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I
Bring this . I
Community Bio-Resources would like·to welcome back all area
: coupon for a :
students, and invites you in to see our brand new state of the art
plasma collection center. The plasma you donate will be made into 1$5.00 bonus on 1
vital medical products that save lives. Because your donation is so
· your first
I
important, you will b.e compensated for your time. Plasma donation I
is completely safe and easy. Bring your books and study or just relax. I
donation.
I
Call for an appt. today 259-6300

I
I

L

I
I
.J

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
2019 Steams Way
St. Cloud, MN 56303

--------
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Panel defends women who 4o not coriform
by Christine Larter
$TAFF WRITER

The final presentation of the Women on
Wednesdays series, tilled 'The Backlash
Against Women Who Don'.t," took place

Wednesday night in Atwood Memorial
Center's South Voyaguer Room.
A panel of three women shared their
reasons for why they do not feel they must
beautify themselves in order lo be accepted
by society.
Julie Andrzejewski, professor of human
relations, started the discussion by

questioning wearing make-up.
"I don't use make-up, wear dresses and

don't shave anything," Andrzejewski said.

"Coming to that position took me quite a
while. It took me about a month to get used to
not wearing make-up an('! looking in the

mirror every day and seeing my face."

Brandi

Cantor,

communica1ions

coordinator at the Central Minnesota Task

Force on Battered Women, said she faced a
confusing pressure to be two different things
at once.
"Where I grew up, it was
important ·for women tO be
independent and, at the same
time, you were supposed to be
feminine with your guy,"
Canter said.
Peggy LaDue, a worker at
a sexual assault center, said
she questjoned what it means
to be feminine. It is confusing,
trying to fi gure out the gender issue, she said.
Her fantasy world would not be focused on
. gender, rather it would be the nom1 for people
to express themselves, she said. ·
"I want to be who I want to be," LaDue
said. "I don't want that expression to be
tainted so much."
The make-up industry wants womeri to
feel in.secure so they will buy their products
which claim to make women look good,

smell g~ and be more accepted,
Andrzejewski said.
Andrzejewski mentioned a training

women
@wednesday
~ SERIES
process tn which women learn lo wear makeup to look appealing.
"I think it's one of the things we have to
work on ourselves," Andrzejewski said. ''We
have to challenge the idea that women can't
be old and powerful and old and beautiful."
In order to attract a certain man, a feITlale
must conform 10 a certain look. Andrzejewski
said. She discovered one type of man was
attracted to her when she wore make-up and

a different type was attracted to her when she
did not. She made the decision if someone
does not like her for the way she looks, she
·does not need them.
"Our mainstream image of lesbians is
skinny, wears make-up and confolllls,"
Canter said. ''Tnis concerns me. Especially
since the views of what ·we're supposed to_.
look like can still be an issue, even though we
know the statistics and read about anorexia."
Another concern is the make-up industry's
animal testing, LaDue said. She said she
thinks people should explore w~at products
are being tested on animals and become wise
COJlSUmers.
"The PETA (People for the E1hical
Treatment of Animals) does put. out a ]isl of
what products don't do any testing on
animals," Andrzejewski said.
We should not be controlled by anyone as
to how we dress or how we are, Andrzejewski
said.

MSUSAPAGE1
Viggiano thinks there is a good
chance the new state legislature, which
will reconvene in January, will
approve a possible tuition freeze likely
to be proposed by MnSCU Chancellor
Judith Eaton.
The proposal would freeze tuition
at MnSCU schools at current levels for
the next two years.
"We passed a tuition relief bill
in the house last session and if we get
it to the senate, I think we can pass it
there," Viggiano said. ''Tuition relief
and a tuition freeze will be our top
priorities and I believe 1he votes are
there."
Viggiano said another issue worth
keeping an eye on when the legislature
reconvenes is the potential battle for
speaker of the house.
Many DFL legislators are upset
with current speaker Irv Anderson,
DFL-lnlemational Falls, and there may
be a battle to replace him.
One of the DFL legislators whose
name has been mentioned as a possible
replacement is Joe Opatz who won

reelection Tuesday in District 16A, the
district including SCSU.
Viggiano said he hopes the battle
will not lower higher education's status
as a legislative priority.
.
"Anderson has a MnSCU school in
his district (Rainy River Community
College) and he .has been a strong
supporter of higher education,"
Viggiano said. "Still, there's two or
three other good candidates in line too.
I just hope this battle· doesn't affect
higher education."Viggiano said he was glad to see
a couple of state university system
alumni elected to the state house
on Tuesday. Marty Siefert, a
Republican and follller Southwest
State (Marshall) University student
government president, won election
in District 21 A. Tory Westrum,
also a Republican and a forme r
student senator at Bemidji State
University, Won election in District

13A.
"They're both Republicans, but
higher educ~tion is a biparti san

Education PAGE
Nieto
has
been
teaching
multicultural education at the University
of Massachusetts since 1980.
She has seen all types of
ethnically diverse students enter her
classroom. Despite these social
and economic differences, most of
the students gain a new understanding
of other . cultures and other
peoples.
"Minnesotan's need to be more
acceptive," said Steve Hornstein,
associate
professor of teacher
development. "Everyone needs to
hear a multiplicity of voices."
Ramone Serrano, assistant professor
of teacher development, said he hopes
the speakers will· go beyond just
speaking at the event.
"We are going to try and hold
conferences in the future to allow

issue and it helps to have someone
we can talk to up there," Viggiano
said.
At the nationaJ level, Viggiano said
battles between the Republican
Congress and President Clinton may
continue, but added the current
political landscape (which has
remained
constant
since
the
Republicans took over both houses in
the · 1994 elections) has had its
advantages for students.
"I think this might continue to
provide an interesting balance of
power," Viggiano said. "Last year we
saw the biggest increase in Pell Grants
ever pushed through the Republican
Congress."
Viggiano plans to leave this week
for Washington D.C. where he will
lobby against a possible raise in
studen1 loan limits.
''There's been big pressures from
the banks and institutions to raise loan
limits, but we feel that just encourages
students to go deeper into debt,"
Viggiano said.

Paid positions
Fun people to work
with
Good benefits

1fJJD1n.v~niity Clm.rorm.ii.~ll~
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the students of SCSU and the
community to become involved,"
Serrano said
·
"Multicultural education will not
elimina1e problems," Nieto said. "It will
uncover more. This allows for new
voices to be heard and raises inevitable
connicts. We do not lose through
multicultural education, we benefit
through it."
· Nieto was the first speaker in a
series sponsored by . the Institute of
Critical Pedagogy and Children's
Rights. Henry Giroux, the second
speaker in the series, is scheduled for
February. He will present talk entitled,
"Pulp Fiction: Race and the Culture of
Violence." The third presentation,
entitled "Children's Rights in the Age of
Democracy," will be during Spring
quarter.

Department of Aviation (#57)
HH216 255-2107
Web page; http:\\www.stcloud.msus.edu\aviation
Email: aviation@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

General Education Classes
• Still need classes W97?
• Looking for interesting topics?
Want to learn about careers in Aviation?

a

New quarter
New tlrings
New positions now available
Assistant managing editor
copy editor
Assistant on-line editor

Then enroll in one of the following courses:
TECH IOI
AERONAUTICS I (How does that airplane fly?)
Sec Days
Time
Room
01
M-W-R-F
1000-I050 HH2l4
02
M-T-R-F
1l00-1150 HH2l4
TECH207
Sec
01
02

AIR TRANSPORTATION (So that's how they get those
flights in 011 time.I)
Days
Time
Room
M-W-R-F
0900- 0950 HH120
1800-2150 HHll6
T

Ask any Aviation faculty about careers and majors
in the challenging & exciting field of Aviation!
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Senior Jenna Femrite said she voted because she felt

it would make a difference. 'This is the first year I told
others to vote," she said. Femrite said she was surprised
at the number of people she saw voting. "I've talked to
people that said 'yeah, I'm not g6ing to vote' or Tm

going to write myself in for president," she said.
Junior Billie Gibson was one student who chose not
to vote. "Since I've been in school, I haven't followed

politics at all," Gibson said. "I don't know anYOOdy's
views on anything, so I wouldn't know who to choose,"
she said.
Senior Nick Houge, who was an intern with John
E\lenbcckcr's campaign for state senate, said he was
unable to vote because he had not been home to get an
absentee ballot. "If I had been in-state, I would have
voted," he said. Houge said he wished he could have
voted in Minnesota.
Voter registration technicaJities, like documentation
for proof of residency prevented other people from
voting.
·

Election
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'There were some people that were grossly out of
sorts because they couldn' t register ~o vote," said bori
Anderson, an election judge. 'The ones who were
upset, were the ones that realiz~ that they didn't have
what they needed to vote," she said.
Anderson said there was also confusion by some
dormitory residents who thought they were
automatically registered because they lived 'in the
dormitories. Those students still had to register io vote.
Anderson- said four years ago, the elections were
held in the Administrative Services where the smaller
space made it hard to maneuver.
According to Anderson, between 500 and 600
students registered to vote in 1992. "What I clearly
remember, four years ago was the JX>IIS closed at eight
and the last person voted at 9. This year that didn't
h'l-ppen," she said.
Election Judge Marian Cichy said she thought the
day had gone smoothly. "We had a good turnout and all
the students were well behaved," Cichy said

PAGE 1

'Tm very pleased with how things turned out,"
Kleis said. "We certainly did a lot of work, with
campaigning and debates. Ellenbecker was a city
councilman for 1wo years, so it was almost like running
against another incumbent."
484 SCSU students voted for Kleis, compared with
493 for Ellenbecker.
"I only lost by nine votes on campus, which is pretty
good for a Republican," Kleis said.
·
Kleis' agenda for the upcoming legislative session
will include an effort to make Minnesota's Legislature
unicameral, or non-partisan. Nebraska is currently the
only state in the Union with a unicameral legislature.
''I'm also concerned about the commitment to
higher education," Kleis said. "Tuition has been
steadily increasing at twice the rate of inflation. This
makes college less and less-accessible, and it shouldn't

be."
Incumbent Joe Opatz, who functions as Special
Assistant to SCSU President Grube, won his re-election
against Republican challenger Gary Sabby by a margin

of 63 percent. Opatz received 59_1 votes from SCSU
students, compared with 353 for Sabby.
Opatz is one of a group of representatives that have
criticized Minnesoia House Speaker Irv Anderson
(DFL-Intemational Falls). Opatz's name has been
mentioned as a possible replacement for Anderson.
"I have been vocally supporting new leadership in
the house," Opatz said. "We need someone who is open
and consensus building. Anderson isn't. He is an oldschool type leader who rewards friends and punishes
enemies. It's just a style that I don't think is
appropriate."
Opatz indicated that the choice for replacement
speaker has not been made yet, but that it will happen
soon.
"There, are probably four or five of us who
have indicated a willingness to step forward
[as candidates for speakerJ, and whether it's me or
not isn't as important," he said. "It's a matter
of coalescing around the representative who can
gamer the necessary votes."
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Friendly atmosphere adds to resta~nt
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

A new restaurant in St. Cloud
offers its customers a chance to
order · food from the Greek and
Middle Eastern cultures, as well as
popular American food.
Cafe 10, 509 15th Ave. SE.
(behind SuperAmerica aJong Hwy.
I0), is owned by the Khalil family.
1be restaurant opened in August
after the family moved to St. Cloud
from Minneapolis. Ali Khalil, his
wife Saadia and their five sons
work at the restaurant.
Ali Khalil said he wants to
promote· a friendly, welcoming

atmosphere at his restaurant, which
also offers take-out and catering for
groups of any size.
Cafe !O's menu items include
gyros, shish kaOOb, kofta kabob,
chicken kabob and tabouli salad.
American dishes such as steak,

spaghetti, hamburger, ribs, chicken
breast and roast beef are also
offered. All meat and vegetables
served in the restaurant are fresh
and much of the food is low-fat, Ali
Khalilsaid. .
ApopularbeverageatCafC JO is
an old Egyptian "medicine" called
rania, according to Ali Khalil. It is
made from the herbs hibiscus and
tamarind, along with other spices,
and is served iced or wann. The
restaurant also has soft drinks,
coffee, tea and mango juice.
Ali and Saadia Khalil began
their restaurant business in Egypt in
1974. They moved to Minnesota 18
years ago, where Ali Khalil briefly
studied agriculturaJ engineering at

the University of Minnesota. While
in Minneapolis, the family operated
a grocery/deli · store, and later
became the owners of Cairo Cafe
and Central Plaza Cafe.
Ali Khalil said he moved his
business to -St. Cloud for a few
different reasons. 'His two oldest
sons V:,ere accepted to SCSU, and
he wanted to be close to them. Also,
several friends of the family, who
traveled to Minneapolis from St.
Cloud to eat at their restaurant,
repeatedly asked the Khalils to
bring their business to St. Cloud.
Ali Khalil said he wanted to move
out of the city.
"You need a quiet area for kids.
You don't need to live in a big city,"
Ali Khalil said.
Minhaj Aizifin, sophomore, and
Muzaffar Nairn, senior, are regular
customers at Cafe IO.
Aizifin said he enjoys Cafe IO's
blend of cultures. He likes a white
sauce served on gyros.
'1f it's a blend, it's not too spicy
and not too plain," Aizifin said.
Aizifin
and
Nairn
are
international exchang~ students
from Pakistan. They said thC food is
very similar to what they eat back
home.
The Khalil family makes
students feel welcome by offering
discounts and asking them if their
meals are satisfactory, Nairn said.
The
restaurant
accepts
reservations for group meetings or
socials, according to Ali Khalil's
son, Mohamed. He said his family
will cater to a group of 200 in
December.
A group of students from

AIESEC,
an
international
traineeship exchange program,
went to Cafe IO for a club social
Tuesday night.
AIESEC
member
Matt
Marasch,junior, said the service"he
has recieved at the restaurant has
been outstanding and that others
have said the same thing.
• "It's nice to have the cook (Ali)
come out ·and greet us," Marasch
said. "They're just real personable
people."
Reasonable prices add to a
pleasurable visit, Marasch said. His
favorite meal is the gyro dinner.
AIESEC
member
Trista
Peterson, senior, said she first came
to Cafe 10 upon the invitation of a
friend from an eastern country.
"They
make
you
feel
completely at home and the food is
excellent," Peterson said.
Peterson said she appreciates
the Khalils' friendliness. She enjoys
the humus dip and the kabobs, she
said.
Ali Khalil said he hopes his
business will grow in St. Cloud.
Two ways he has attempted to
attract students in the area to the
restaurant, he said, were placing
coupons in the student coupon book
and advertising discounts.
He said he often offers first-time
vistors special combo meals.
Befriending his customers is
important to Ali Khalil.
"Making friends is important in
life," Ali Khalil said.
A customer recently showed the
KhaUls her appreciation by sending
them a card, thanking them for the
food and the service.

Scott Anderson!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ali Khalil, owner of Cafe 10, prepares a gyro. Cafe 10 is a
Greek

restaurant

located

at

the

intersection

of

Highway 10 and 15th Ave. SE.

Seminar highlights interviewing techniques
by Nathan Denny
8T~FF WRITER

"You onJy get one chance to make a good

Career fairs are also important, Sheppard
said. The Minnesota State University Job Fair
'97, the largest college recruiting fair in
Minnesota, is one such fair, she said. Many of

first impression. I know this is a cliche, but it

really is true for interviews," Sheppard said.
Sheppard, graduate assistant for Career
Services, made this intnx:luctory statement
during
her
hour-long
interview
seminar Tuesday afternoon in the
Administrative Services building. The
presentation focused on the do's and don't's
of effective interviewing and advice for
students preparing for careers. Of the many
tips presented, Sheppard emphasized the
importance of self-realization.
"Know yourself," Sheppard said. "Not
onJy what your interests and values are, but
what your career goals are."
Sheppard said · graduates should know
what jobs they will be applying for. She
emphasized the importance of finding a
career and work environment consistent with
one's personal values.
"'The more specific you can get about
yourself, the more specifi c the goals will be
for your job search," Sheppard said. "Know
how you feel about yourself."
Researching the employer is a key part of
the interviewing process, Sheppard said.
Career Servi_ces keeps well over 1,000
companies on file, which can be helpful, she
added.

'"The more you know about the company,
the more of an impression you can make,"
Sheppard said.

"Know yourself- ,wt
miry what your

interests and values
are, but what your
career goals are."
Jill Sheppard
GRADUATE ASSISTANT, CAREER
SERVICES

the more than 130 employers attending the
job fair are there not only to talk, but to hire,
she said.
"Compani~ today have trouble finding
qualified workers," Sheppard said.
·
The seminar addressed the importance
of an information interview, which is an
interview intended to supply the applicant
with more information about the job.
Sheppard said many employers consider it a
prerequisite for hirees. Most people are hired
through processes of inquiry, she said. Eighty
percent of jobs are obtained through
unadvertised jobs, as opposed to the much

smaller percentage of jobs that are advertised
through such conventional methods as
classifieds.
"What they [the employers] prefer to do is
to go to their co-workers, family and friends
and say, 'Who do you know that might be
qualified for this position?'" Sheppard said.
Be ready to answer any question the
interviewer may pose during the actual
interview and be ready to ·ask qualified
questions of the interviewer, Sheppard said.
These questions will be easier to answer
for applicants who have a clear picture of
what they want in a job.
"You're at a distinct advantage when
you go into an interview and you
have this infonnation beforehand," Sheppard
said.
Another point stressed was being ready to
discuss
the
company
with
the
interviewer, including such details as product
line, size, company history, competition
and corporate culture. It is crucial to be aware
and infonned of these factors in case they
should come up during the interview,
Sheppard said.
It is critical not to answer questions the
wrong way, Sheppard said. When
interviewers say, '1'ell me about yourself,"
she said, they are not looking for information
about applicants' private Jives. They are
interested in professional information.
Sheppard advised applicants not to fake
answers to any questions.
"If you can't think of anything to say,
admit it. Don't try to fake your way through

it," Sheppard said. "Communication skills
are extremely important."
Sheppard emphasized enthusiasm,
appearance, personality and self-confidence.
It is sometimes better to think one has more
leverage than one may really have, she said.
"You're not going there to beg for a job.
You're there to offer them your skills,"
Sheppard said
Of these skills, S~eppard isolated
leadership as the most vital.
"Any time you can demonsti;ate
leadership skills," Sheppard said, "go for it."
Sheppard said it would be virtually
impossible to rid oneself of all nervousness
on such an occasitm. The employer realizes
this, and even expects it, she said.
'There are ways to control the
nervousness," Sheppard said. "A little bit of
adrenaline can be helpful. 1bere aren't very
many people out there who can go to an
interview and not be nervous."
Sheppard shared other insights with
students ready to enter the job market, such as
the impression a handshake makes ori a
potential employer. There are stories of
employers who didn't hire an applicallt
because of a limp handshake, she said.
Sheppard said interviewees should follow
up interviews with thank you notes to
employers; a courtesy many potential· hirees
ignore.
Sheppard concluded by restating the
advice she began with. Knowing yourself
and your strongest skills are keys to success
in the job search, she said.
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Computer market offers
purchasing options

Still Deciding?

'5).

It is possible to purchase a computer for less. Apple
and the PC are engaged in a price war.

by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

'They are all watching each other," Schmitt said.

Computers have become a fixture in society. There
are hundreds of different models, all with different
features. When it comes to purchasing a computer,
decisions can be very hard to make.
According to Carl Schmitt, Academic Computer
Services computer store manager, the Apple
Computer and the IBM PC are the most frequently
purchased models. The best buy right now for Apples
arc the Power Mac 5260, which costs about $1300, and
the Power Mac 5400, which is about $1690. ·The big
difference in the computers is the amount of memory
each has.
Gateways are the most frequently purchased PCs.
Depending on the amount of memory, they can cost
around $1770. The PC is used more in homes and costs
about $1800; that includes the modem, sound card and
speakers.
SCSU is partial to the Apple, which offers a better
discount for educational programs than PCs.
PCs are increasing in popularity among individual
deparuneilts at SCSU. Their prices are becoming more
competitive. PCs can be purchased through a number
of outlets. Right now, SCSU uses about SO percent of
each type of computer.

'"They're really watching the other's prices." •
Older computers can be purchased for less. Because
new models are always being inu-oduced, prices for
previous models can lower significantly.

"New machines come out about every three to five
months," Schmitt noted. "It really lowers the price of
the machines on the bottom end."
It is important to shop around before making any

major purchases. Stores are always offering deals with
special payment plans. .There are also several catalogs
that ship computers to homes or businesses.
Another tip for consumers is to find out what one's
individual needs are. Computers for the office usually
have different features than those found in the home.

For.Career Information
Call

''There's no reason to buy a computer that offers
more than you need," said Mike Nelson, computer
store employee. "You have to anticipate your needs,
though."
Nelson said it is not necessacy to get a top-of-theline model. Instead, look for the computer that offers
the best perfonnance for the best price, whether it is an
Apple or a PC.
'There's no one kind of computer," Schmitt said.
'They'_re both great machines."
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Senior spikers will be·. greatly missed
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Even though the SCSU volleyball team
hasn't played any matches yet this weekend,
they have encountered a huge loss.
Seniors Heather Modean, Courtney
Powers, Cami Selbitschka and Sarah Winter
will aJl compete in their final North Central
Conference matches this weekend.
According to SCSU head coach Dianne
Glowatzke, these seniors will leave the
Huskies with a big void to fill.
"We had a really nice senior class that we
lost last year," Glowatzke said. "The
difference between the two classes is this
year's seniors we've had to rely on more
because of the inexperience on the team, so
they had to carry the load, unlike last year's
seniors who had this class tO rely on."
The Huskies will lose two players
(Modean, Selbitschka) who have come
through to leave huge marks on the SCSU
record books.
Modean became SCSU's all-time setassist leader as a junior and has added to her
record this season, bringing -qer total to 4,430
heading into this weekend.
"I've had a great experience here,"
Modean said. "I just want to go into the final
tWo weekends of play and win, but I will
never forget the fun I had playing with all of
my teammates."
Selbitschka ' hali set several records at
SCSU. Th.is season she became SCSU's alltime career kills, digs and attack attempts
leader.
Despite her success with the Huskies,
Se\bitschka said she never put herself before
the team.
"I have had some real personal success
here," Selbitschka said. "The only thing I
leave regreuing is not being on a national
championship team, but we've got an
incredible team and it's hard to accept that it's
over."
Glowatzke said it has been special for her
to be able to watch these players accomplish
such feats during their stint with SCSU.
"If you look at these records that (Modean
and Selbitschka) have broken, some of those
records have stood here at SCSU for a long
time,'' Glowatzke said. "It really goes to show
what type of players they are and they really
had a phenomonal career here."
Powers and Winter both play the same

Shane A. Opa11/ASSJsrANI PH(JfO EDffOR

SCSU senior volleyball players, from left to right, Courtney Powers, Heather Modean, Sarah Winter and Cami Selbitschka
have everything to smile about as four great careers come to a close.
middle hitter position. Last season, Powers elite eight last season is the biggest highlight,"
enjoyed her most success in that position after Winti;;r said. "It was a great experience and
being named to the elite eight all-tournament we had a feeling of going again this year, but
team.
things just didn't work out the way we wanted
'lhis season, Winter has been one of the to."
Huskies' best players off the bench. The
One thing the seniors did accomplish this
biggest asset Winter brings is that she is one season was to lead a very young team and
of the best servers on the team.
give them the experience needed to play al
That talent stuck out in a match earlier this this level.
year against the University of Nebraska "One thing I'm sure the younger players
Omaha in which Winter served five straight -learned from the seniors on the team is our
service pointS to preserve an SCSU victory. desire to push and never say die," Powers
UNO was the fourth-ranked team in the said. "We want them to know that playing
·nation at the time.
volleyball at SCSU is a privilege and to
'There is no question that making it to the always play the game hard."

The Huskies have four remaining
matches. This weekend will bring on their
final NCC action of the season.
.Friday night SCSU travels to the
University of South Dakota and Saturday
night's game takes place at Morningside
College. Both games are slated to tip off at
7:30 p.m.
The Huskies will close out the 1996
season next weekend when they·travel to the
University Minnesota-Duluth for the UMDlnvitational.
"Being our last conference weekend, our
goal is to go out and dominate and not play to
the other team's level,'' Powers said.

.Hockey squad hopes to take bite out of Bulldogs
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Consistency.
.
The Husky hockey squad has
had it so far this season, and they
will need it again this weekend
. against the University of Minnesota
. -Duluth.
"We have got to get good,
consistent play from all four lines,''
sophomore forward Mau Cullen
said. "We have got to go out and

i~~~s

pla~
(4--2 overall, 3-1
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association) are led by junior
forward MiKe Peluso, who has
scored five goals and three assists in
UMD's six games.
In eight games against SCSU,
Peluso has tallied eight goals.
"We're going to have to play like

we did against St. Lawrence in
order to beat these guys," said
SCSU junior goaltender Brian
Leitza. "We communicated well
and held guys well and that's what
we'll need to stop this offense."
UMD junior left wing Ken
Dzikowski has scored seven points
(two goals, five assists), and senior
captain Brad Federenko is also a
potent offensive th~at.
Because of the talented Bulldog
offense, the Huskies will have to
stay out of the penalty box and give
UMQ as few chances as possible.
"They've got guys like Peluso
who have scored a ton of goals
already," Cullen said. "We've gOt to
work on not taking any dumb
penalties to keep things even."
UMD also OOasts a pair of solid
defensemen in Laird Lidster and
Rick Mrazik. Despite some solid

defense, the Bulldogs · lost
goaltender Taras Lendzyk and are
inexperienced in the net.
Although it's only his first
season, freshman Brant Nicklin is
4-1 in goal so far this season for
UMD, with a 2.00 goals against
average.
"Anytime you face a young
goaltender, you look to giving him a
lot of shots,'' Cullen said. "He's
been good, but it doesn't matter if
he's good or not, he's still young."
Because of. UMD's lack of
experience at .the goalie position
and SCSU's talent up front, Cullen
said the Husky offense will just
have to get the job done however
they can.
"Our offense has some real good
talent and we have to make sure to
try not to get too pretty," Cullen
said. "We've just got to go to the

net, take our chances and look for
rebounds."
Defensively, SCSU took a hit
when junior alternate captain Andy
Vicari was . sidelined with a
separated shoulder.
'That's a loss that will hurt us
every week until he comes back,"
Leitz.a said. "We're just going to
have to rely on the youri.ger kids."
Freshmen Josh DeWolf and
Tom Lund will be expected to pick
up some of the slack now that Vicari
is gone. Leitza said he's confident
no matter the defensemen are on the
ice in front of him.
"I feel confident that they'll get
the job done because they've been
doing it so far. this season," he said.
'The younger guys have to step up
and have been doing well since
they've had to."
Returning home will also help

the younger players, Leitza said.
Especially since this is SCSU's
only home series in November.
"With most of the younger kids,
the home ice will be a factor,''
Leitza said. 'They get really
pumped up by the crowd more than
the older kids who are used to the
conference."
The Huskies are fresh off a split
with Colorado College, winning
there for the first time since 1992.
"That split really helps the
confidence," Cullen said. "We feel
like we should have swept them, but
we're happy with where we're at."
"A sweep is really important
here," Leitza said. "We expect to be
one of the best teams in this
league."
The games begin 7:05"p.m. both
Friday and Saturday at the National
Hockey Center.
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Huskies look for revenge against Augie
by Kerry Collins

Saturday against the Huskies.

SPORTS EDITOR

Last season, on a field that
resembled a skating rink more than

a football field, Augustana College
thrashed SCSU's playoff chances.
"You couldn't even stand up on
that field let alone try and make
tackles," said
SCSU
junior
linebacker Jeremy Sinz. "Revenge
will be a factor, but we want to
win."
Augie quarterback Pat Graham
owns much of the blame for the 2414 Husky defeat, passing for more
than 300 yards and four touchdown
passes, and he's back this season

"We've got to establish a pass
rush to give him fits trying to throw
the ball," said head coach Noel
Martin. "He's used to pressure, but
we need to get him sacked."
Sinz was named the North
Central Conference defensive
player of the week this week.
Against the University of Nebraska
- Omaha, Sinzrecorded JO tackles
and recovered a school record three
fumbles, one for a touchdown.
"(Sinz) is an excellent football
player and deserves everything he
gets,'' Martin - said. 'The whole
defense has been playing well and
doing a nice job."

Sinz said that the honor was a
compliment to the whole defense.
'That says that we're coming
together," Sinz said. "It's the whole
crew that does it. The line makes
plays that allow me to do what I
do."
SCSU will have to stop the
Vikings from going deep often .and
take away chances for-a big score. ·
"No big plays," Sinz said. "You
have to make any offense work all
the way down the field. If you give
them no big ones, they won't make
it."

In order for the Huskies to be
successful against the Vikings,
Martin said the SCSU offense will

have to keep the ball out of the
hands of Graham and Augustana.
"We have to get the offense to
play ball control football and keep it
away from Graham,'' Martin said.
''If we get points on the board, we'll
be all right when the defense is on
the field."
Offensively, the Huskies will
have to rely on Harlon Hill
candidate Randy Martin. The senior
running back is leading the North
Central Conference in rushing with
1285 rushing yards, averaging
l42.8 yards per game.
SCSU will also go to an
effective passing game, led by
senior quarterback Tcxld Bouman

(1272 passing yards), and
sophomore
receiver
Mike
McKinney (40 catches, 545 yards).
'That's our style - to mix it
up," Noel Martin said. "Every game
we hope to throw the ball just as
well as we can run it."
With the playoff hopes again
dashed for the Huskies, Noel
Martin said his squad can still finish
high in the NCC.
"We know we can have a
successful. season and this league
has been tough," Noel Martin said.
"Hopefully, we'll get it done in
these last two games."
'The game is slated to begin at
noon at Selke Field.

SCSU set to host talented crew in exhibition game
by Rob LaP/ante

game and starting the season," said SCSU
head coach Butch Raymond. '"This game
should be a real challenge for us and by far
this will be the best team we face all year."
Other former Gophers on the team will
include three members of the 1990 NCAA
elite eight squad in Jim Shikenjanski, Rkhard
Coffey and Kevin Lynch.
"We've been in contact with some of the
players on the (WCCO· team)," Raymond
said. "Reggie Perlcins is looking forward to
coming back and we're looking forward to
seeing them as well."
SCSU junior center Jon Hinzman said he
is looking forward to taJcing on the WCCO
team.
"It's exciting to be able to play against all
of the former Gopher players," Hinzman said.
'1t will be a big challenge for us early on but

STAFF WRITER

This weekend, the SCSU men's basketball
team will play what could be' their toughest
game of the year.
The Huskies, who finished with a record
of 18-9 overall last season, will host the
Franklin/WCCO-TV ~earn at 5 p.m. Saturday
at Halenbeck Hall.
The Franklin/WCCO team will consist of
two former Huskies in Bany Wohler and
Reggie Perkins, who is currently with the
Harlem Globetrotters.
There will also be eight former University
of Minnesota Golden Gopher basketball stars
on the team including, David Grim, John
Shasky and Chad Kolander.
"We are all excited about this upcoming

~
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it should be entertaining."
Raymond said his main goal is to work on
certain aspects of the game, such as
rebounding, and being able to look at some of
the younger players on the team.
The Huskies will have four starters back
this season, and have four new players..
"We plan on playing all ten of our guys,"
Raymond said. ''They will all probably play
an equal amount of time and (junior forward)
Jason Pelowski is injured so he will not play."
The WCCO squad will be managed by
former Bethany Lutheran College player
Todd Dufault and the captain will be fonner
Gopher Tim Hanson.
The game will not count in the standings
as it is a non-conference, pre-season game but
that doesn't mean the Husky players are
taking this game lightly.

'"This game will give us a chance to see to
see where we're at right now and see what's
going on," Hinzman said. "By no means do
we want to give up the game because we want
to win every garqe we play includiiig this
game."
SCSU's four returning starters will be
Hinzman and juniol"6 Nate Pelowski, Sean
Whitlock and senior Tony Morrow. Coming
off the bench again this year will be last
season's North Central Conference freshmanof-the-year Jon Bryant.
The game is free to SCSU students with a
student I.D. and $5 for adults and $3 for
students.
The Huskies will open their nonconference schedule next Saturday against
the University of Minnesota -Crookston at
Halenbeck Hall.
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GBreakDown
Augustana at St. Cloud State, noon, Selke Field

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

QUARTERBACK

DEFENSIVE LINE

SCSU: Todd Bouman-6-3, 211, Sr.
AC: Pat Graham-6-0, 185, Sr.

SCSU: Adam Cramlet- 6-5, 250, Sr.; Cory Peters
-6-0, 235, Jr.; John Schlecht-6-1, 235, Fr.; Jay
Hanson -6-3, 235, Fr.
AC: Chad Lindbloom -6-3, 235, Jr.; M.T. Wesley
-6-2, 290,-Jr.; Andrew Carlson- 6-5, 250, Fr.;
Chris Janssen - 6-4, 225, Fr.

RUNNING/JACK

SCSU: Randy Manin-5-10, 202, Sr.
AC: Troy Taylor- 6-0, 215, Fr.
FULLBACK

LINEBACKERS

SCSU: Tom Williams-5-11, 208, Sr.
AC: Jason Schumacher - 5-11, 210, So.
WIDE RECEIVERS

SCSU: Mike McKinney-6-3, 185, So.; Mark
Hillman-6-3, 211, Sr.
AC: ScottPeterson-5-10, 185,Sr. ;Chad
Gomarko-5-10, 170,Jr.

ncHTEND
SCSU: Zack Carlson - 6-0, 215, Sr.
AC: Mitch Pruett- 6-3; 220, Sr.

CORNERBACKS

SCSU: Mark Dean-6-0, 175, Fr.; Jeremy Burros
-5-11, 184,So.
AC: Kevin Kaesviham-.6-0, 185: Jr.; Scon
VeDepo - 5-9, 185, So.
SAFE11ES

0FFENSWE LINE

SCSU: Mau Thompson - 6-4, 290, Jr.; Dave
Camacho-6-2, 290, Jr.; Dustin Nikituk -

SCSU: John DesRoches-6-0, 220, Jr.; Jim Louis
---6-1, 215, Jr.: Jeremy Sinz-6-2, 215, Jr.
· AC: Steve Hom-6-1, 190, Sr.; Derik Budig-60, 215, Fr.; Jason Burger -6-2, 205, Fr.

6-3, 276,

So.; Brian Downing -6-4, 264, Fr.; Mike Reuter 6-6, 275, Fr.
AC: Mike Cayford- 6-2, 280, Jr.; Kyle Anderson

SCSU: Cun Fernholz- 5-IO, 185, Sr.; Lance
Horoziewski -6-2, 190, Jr.
AC: Chris Johnson - 6-1, I95, So.; Aaron
Hammrich-6-2, 190, Jr.
KICKERS AND PUNTERS

SCSU: K-Neil Fish-5-11, 215, Fr.; P-Kris
6-0, 285, Sr.; Thayne Munce -6-2, 260, Jr.; Roger
Pederson -6-2, 280, So.; Kyle Seifert- 6-3, 260, Jr. Aksteter-6-0, 171,Jr.
AC: K-Scott Price-5-IO, 175, Fr.; P-Steve Hom
-6-l, 190,Sr.

-
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TexasA&M International
University offers unique
business programs in·
in ternat ional trade ,

international banking,. and
international logistics. Other
programs are also available.
Entry into these programs
is possible with a bachelors
degree in any field.

Free
Refills ...

Come by and explore the
international possibilities with
Ricardo Ortegon on Tuesday,
November 12, 1996 from
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in the
Atwood Center.

Feeling low? Spirits empty?
Join our Evcharistic
community this weekend.
The Graduate School of
International Trade and
Business Administration

Sa turday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .• 11:15 a.m., 8 p .m.

5201 University Boulevard

Ma""' & Events 251 -326 1

Laredo, Texas 78041- 1999

Qffic,, 25 1-3260

(2 IO) 326 - 2270
email: enroll@ tamiu.edu
http://www.tamiu.edu

..

I
I
I
OCCUPATIONAL I
MEDICINE
I
Bring this
coupon in and
receive $6 off
your flight
physical!

_______ ...I
·

CLINIC

D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane•Suite 104•St. Cloud
(320)251-3666

I
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SOME EMPLOYERS
DEMAND EXPERIENCE.
WE OFFER IT.
You can'tgetthejob without
experience-but where do you
get the experience to get the job?

The Army will train you in
your choiq: of over 200 job skills,
if you qualify. High tech ... mechan-

ica1 ... medicaLmany other
specialties with civilian uses, too.

And you'll also develop
self-confidence and a sense of
responsibility.
For the offer of a lifetime, see your Army Recruiter.

252-2212
in St. Cloud or visit us on the Web at
http://www.mnarmy.com

t-\\\'\i

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE~
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FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS

T-SHIRT, SWEATSHIRT, AND JACKETS

WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIP.
2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
PHONE (320) 252-2600
Intern Position Available
Marco Business Products has an intern position available for an Information Systems Support
person. The internship would run from December
2, 1996 through March 14, 1997 (with the possibility of being a perman~nt position). This person will
be responsible for providing accurate and timely
support for our internal_lnformation systems.

cg

ANTHOLOGY 315 HERE!

11.99
I-CD SET!

Job Duties/llesponsibilifies

♦

Admlnister and support Novell Network and
stand alone PCs.
♦ Provide Users support for varlous hardware
and software applications.
♦ Admlnlster and support learning labs' server
and workstations.
♦ Support remote connectivity (technician
laptops).
♦ Assist in supporting the Illternet and Intranet.
♦ Monitor backup procedures to provide data
Integrity and security.
♦ Assist in investigating and implementing new
applications and enhancements.
♦ Identify and respond to user Information and
training needs.
♦ Assist in coordlnatlng and documenting
procedures/applications/licenses.

PICK UP ANTHOLOGY 1 & I ON SALL••

22.99 EA. (2-CD SET)

Educational Requirements
Novell Network administration and working
knowledge of DOS, Windows v3. I, Windows 95,
WordPerfect, Lotus, and Microsoft Office products.

If you are interested, please send your resume
to Marco Business Products. ATTN: IS Coordinator,
P.O . Box 250, St. Cloud. MN 56302.

MARCO

AN EQUAL O PPOR TUNITY EMPLOYER

·lfl 1ucrb~

'iCfetus
6T. CLOUD

Gn A FREE BEATLES ANTHOLOGY 3

MUG WHEN YOU BUY ANY Of THESE
ANTHOLOGY COMPACT DISCS!
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)
HOURS: 10-9 M-f, 10-8 SAT, 11-6 SUN

18 S. 5th Ave.• 151-1569
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interact,
express

American
Indian customs and
traditions came to life Wednesday

evening.
The Lakota Sioux Dance Theater team
performed "Cokata Upo" or "Come tO the
Center" for a packed audience in Kimberly
A. Ritsche Auditorium on November 6 at

by Kristin Smith

7:30PM.

ON-LINE EDITOR

Drums and voices of the dance troupe
members
resounded
through
the
auditorium while live performers danced a
wide variety of the tribal dances of their
ancestors.

It's a place where ideas arc exchanged in
- moderated forums. It's a way for students to get
to know peOple while maintaining' anonymity.
Sound good? Th-en connect with the SCSU
Bulletin Board System on Tigger, on-line and offline.
Started in 1990 by Steve Jennen and
Randy Poser, the SCSU BBS on-line remains a
haven for students wishing to express ideas and
interact with other people through a series of
discussion forums.· Ideas are JX)Sted into groups on
a myriad of topics, thus the analogy to a bulletin

Bells, brightly colored clothing and
feathers adorned the costumes of the
dancers, musicians and singers as they
performed their heritage in front of SCSU
students, faculty,
and community
members.
During

American

the

performance

Indian

beliefs

board.

many

and

customs were represented and explained,
such as the buffalo nation, the creation
story, the stars, and the flute.
The very descriptive and poetic stories
gave the audience a closer look
and greater insight into the culture and
traditions of the American Indian people.
"In a way I envy the Native
American people because of how rich the
culture is because we don't have that in
our culture," freshmen Jenni Reinhart
said.
The event was brought to SCSU by
the American Indian Center on campus in
an effort to provide an opportunity for

non-Indian students and community
members to see and experience a
different culture, said Nancy Harles,
director of the SCSU American Indian
Center.
"We are_ looking at it as ' promoting
understanding of the Indian way of life, and
dance is a big part of the Indian culture,"
Harles said.

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDffOR

The Lakota Sioux Indian oance Theatre performs a series of traditional
dances called Cokata Upo Wednesday evening in the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium.
movies including "Dances Willi Wolves."
The
Lakota
Sioux
Indian
Dance Theater, produced by Solaris,

I entry the Native American people because of
how rich the culture is, because we don't have
that in our culture.
Jenni Reinhart
FRESHMAN

The dance group, directed by
Henry Smith, is made up of two
associate
directors,
two
cultural
consultants, one flautist, three singers,
and eleven dancers-most of which are
Lakota.
Most of the group has been dancing
since
they
were
children
and
are now accomplished professionals. One
of the performers, Lance White Magpie,
has even perfonned in a number of

originated on the Rosebud Reservation in
South Dakota in 1978.
Since then the team has travelled
all over the United States and
throughout the world in order to
perform for a number of different
audiences.
The perfonnance consisted of dance and
song accompanied by drums and flutes.

The dances and songs performed
included
"Birth
of a
Nation,"
"Sunrise Ceremony," "Prayer Song,"
"Morning
Star
Song,"
"Gourd
Dance,"
"Flags
of
the
Four
Directions," "Stomp Dance," "Women's
Fancy Dance," "Buffalo Dance," "Flute
Song" and "Inter-Tribal Dance."
After a brief intennission the
group performed and danced to "Death
and
Rebirth
of
a
Nation,"
"Grand Entry," "Horse Dance," "Sneak Up
Dance,"
"Women's
Jingle
Team
Dance," "Men's Fancy Dance," "Shield
and
Spear
Dance,"
"Women's
Traditional
Dance,"
"Victory
Dance," 'The Vision," "Eagle Dance,"
"Hoop Dance," "Grass Dance" and "Grand
Exit."
The event was part of a speaker
series presented by the American
Indian Center.
The topics and presentations have been
well-received by SCSU students so far this
year, \J-CCording to Harles.
'1t's very relaxing and very spiritually
JX)werful," freshman Heidi Scherersaid.

"I was bored at work one day, and someone
had told me about the BBS so I thought I'd
check ii out. It's nice to meet people in
an unintimidating way," said Matt Blissenbach, a
former system operator.
Blissenbach can be located on-line· under the
aJias "Venom Zombie."
"I got started on it through a friend. I use it to
vent, to get away from the real world, and to
find out what people are all about;' said
Tammy Buzzanl, also a member of the off-line
group.
Some of the forums available to students
include:
0 Lobby - Welcome notices. rules, help files
0 Area - what to do in the St Cloud area
0 NC-17- adult topic discussion
0 Literature - readings, writings, poems
0 Education - elementary and post-secondary
discussions
0 Computer - questions, infonnation
0 Music - anything and everything
0 Junk - Top 10 lists, flame boards
D Want Ads, For Sale, Personals
Most students already using the BBS spend
approximately five h0urs a week on it. Some users
go as high as 10-15hours. The SCSU BBS
_is accessible from any tigger e-mail account
on campus, and students are encouraged to
join.
"It should be a place for having open
and uncensored discussion on any topic
(within legal guidelines). Just like the library,
you make a choice to go in and read a given
book,
and
there
should
be
many authors expressing their thoughts," said
Reuben Wagenius, a former system operator.
Wagenius can be found on-line under the alias
"Rube."
The newest innovation with the BBS is the
addition of an off-line student organization. It was
founded in 1995 by a group of BBSers who
expressed an interest in meeting each other and
getting to know the faces behind the aliases. They
meet approximately once a month and hold movie
parties and socials.
Prior to that time, users of the system see.med to
be content only knowing each other on-line. As the
years progressed, more and more students were
interested in getting together in person.
Questions concerning the "BBS Off-line"
should be directed to Rob Clemens, president of
the club, at clemer01@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu.
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Counting Crows deliver strong second album
'rhat said, I approached
"Recovering the Satellites," the
band's , latest release with the
trepidation of a tel,evisionevangelist
in the waiting room of the local
brothel.

by Frank Rajkowski
Mus,c CR/TIC
Although it didn't shake the
foundations of musical history or

represent a groundbreaking release
in any way, the Counting
Crows 1994, album "August

and Everything After," has come to
be one of my all-time favorites.

Jt's one of those rare albums
where every song hits you, not like
a Mack truck, but subtly, like an
infectious disease. Before you
know it, it's taken over and it's
under your skin.

What

was

amazing

about

that album was the way the band
balanced the lonesome and
touchingly confessional lyrics of
lead singer Adam Duritz with an
instrumental ensemble that s
ounded tighter than most other
bands on the contemporary
The band members are first and
foremost, damn good musicians. As
a vocalist, Duritz possesses the
most honest and aching voice
in rock and roll since Rick
Danko, singing ballads and
harmonies when The Band
was in their prime.

It was entirely possible that
because I had enjoyed their last
album so much, this album would
not measure up. Well, not to
worry because the album is more
than up to the task and proves
Counting Crows 3.11! a band that
plans to be on the scene for some
time.
The sound is grittier and more
electric this time around, but Duritz
provides the same heart-laid bare
lyrics like a long-repressed patient
breaking down and confessing to a
therapist.
The album is no cure for
depression, but great listening for
the times when you are
depressed and need something to
relate to. The song's characters
are lonely,
unlucky-at-love
and generally screwed up. But,
these lyrics balance your usual dose
of rage and angst with a sort
of muted hope; a cynic's
redemption.

Fading," to the aJbum's title track,
in which · the singer is battling
broken dreams, stuck in a place he
never wanted to be with a girl he
knows he can't pin down.
On the musical side of
things, nowhere is the band's
instrumental ability better displayed
than in "Miller's Ang~ls," in which
a biting lead guitar wraps around
a stately piano like Lady
Di
wrapped
around
her
riding instructor in those grainy
tabloid videos.

that the ghosts of those who have
come before them (a.k.a. Van
Morrison, Bruce Springsteen, The
Band, Bob Dylan, etc.) haunt their
music to an excessive degree. That
may be true, although if you're
going to be haunted those ain't bad
names, its like having 10 have your
wisdom teeth pulled, but getting
your han_ds on a year's supply of
laughing gas for your troubles.
Besides, for the most part, the band
is able to display those influences
and fashion a sound of their own.

... these lyrics balance your usual
dose of rage and angst with a sort of
muted hope; a cynic's redemption.

Duritz proves to be one o( the
most clever lyricists working today
with the sly literary allusiori he
draws to playwright Sam Shepard
in
"Another Horsedreamer's
Blues." The song flirts with
The album kicks Off with Shepard's play "Geography of a
"Catapult," a song driven by a · Horsedreamer."
circus-like or$an with a tem{X) that
In this case, a girl uses her
rises like the Tide of Fiji during
cognitive abilities to pick winners
in horse races for people she fears
"Catapult" is an angry, but will abandon her ifshe doesn't. The
resolute tale of a guy who's been fact that she's probably right just
rejected and is trying to pick up the makes the song that much sadder.
pieces. Its a common theme
One of the knocks on, or
throughout the album, from the
country-tinged pathos of "Daylight attributes of, Counting Crows,
depending on who you talk to, is

That's the case in "Mercury," a
song about a girl who's constantly
changing. Nowhere on the album is
the imprint of Van Morrison more
clear, but as the song bounces
along, driven by a wailing
harmonica and clever tums-ofphrase like "abandoned homes"
rhymed with ''rambler's bones," it
takes on a life of its own.
The album has no real missteps,
but it is fair to say a couple of songs
are less great than the others.
"Children in Bloom" recalls the
Springsteen of the "Born to Run"
era, lyrically at least, but it feels abit
too revved ~p with no place to go.

The album's first single, "Angel
of the Silences" sounds a bit too air
guitar
worthy
and
really
doesn't' indicate how good the
album actually is or whal tone it
takes.
"Have You Seen Me Lately"
feels like an open letter from Duritz
to the listening public when he
sings "you got a piece of me/but it
wa'> just a little piece of me." The
song is a soft commentary on how
a,n artist's fame affects how others
perceive him thereby affecting his
perception of himself. At some
rx:>ints, it sounds like he's whining.
These are small criticisms
though. Overall, 1he album is
as solid as the space between
Newt Gingrich 's ears. IL'> hard to
pick one highlight, but the album's
best song is the exquisitely
gorgeous
ballad "Goodnight
Elisabeth."
The song deals with trying to
wish a lover well after the
relationship
ha~ ended.
It
,manages to be both sad and
optimistic at the same time. Its
about balancing bitterness with
beauty and resignation with
redemption. Its a theme which far
more people than care to admit it
can relate to.
All in all, the album may take a
couple listens to wann up to, but
like "August and Everything After''
it will sink its teeth right into you.
Like Bill Clinton, its an all-out
winner, but unlike the Chief
Executive, it will not be just
another asterik in the history book a
decade or two from now.

WORKAROUND
YOUR CLASSES
YOUR COMMITMENTS
YOUR BREAKS
WORK 'TIL AROUND
YEAR END
ARIA Communications, a direct marketing company with. the personal touch ...
We have a number of seasonal positions available handwriting notes in our office
to past donors of our various client~.
ARIA
•
•
•
•
•
•

handwriters experience:
flexible scheduling between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 8 p.m.
hourly base wage plus bonuses based on individual and team performance!
paid orientation
·
competitive benefits including our Earning and Learning Program
convenient downtown location, right on the bus line
pleasant, low stress work environment

If you have legible cursive or scripted handwriting and would like to be
pa,rt of a team that helps worthwhile causes, -stop in and apply in person
(Mon. - Fri., 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., second floor in our Administrative Office.
No phone calls, p.lease.) or send a handwritten (NOT printed) letter
inc I u ding on I y your name , work . hist o r-y and phone n u.m be r to :

•

A~/¾
COMMUHICATIOHS

Human Resources Development Department
717 West St. Germain
St. Cloud, MN 56301
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"Sleepers" lengthy, but interesting and solid
at the box office so much, and thus,
causes astronomical and ridiculous

salaries for stars.
"Sleepers" is the latest film from director
Barry Levinson.

Levinson,
the
successful
and
acclaime9 director of ''The Natural,"
"Good Morning Vietnam" and "Rain
Man" has presented a very strong

product, especially from a marketing

by Jason Lethert

aspect.

FILM CRITIC

This film has everything producers
lackluster summer for movies, theaters want. "Sleepers" stars two rising
across the country are gearing up for a big Hollywood sex symbols, Brad Pitt ("12
Monkeys") and Jason
Fall season.
~ - - - - - - Patrick (''The Lost Boys").
Flm-goers
and
critics
Pitt has reached epic
feel last summer was high
status with women across
on
dazzle
but
lacked
the country.
-substance. The year-end rush
of films usually have more
depth to them. "Sleepers" is
Patrick is set t.o replace
Keanu Reeves in "Speed 2."
an early example of this.
After

what

many

consider

' Dustin
an old
washed
power 1

"Sleepers" even looks better if you add
Kevin Bacon in a psycho role. Bacon pl.iys
the sadistic head guard at the reform
school.

■

Pitt and Patrick play half

of a foursome _who are sent
to
reform
school when they are
The last two months of the ~ - - - - - - - - - ' teenagers.
year are scheduled to chum out
Still, there's heartening news for the
over 60 movies, more than one a day.
However, this kind of market turmoil millions of boyfriends who will see
sends studios into a frenzy
of "Sleepers" to please their girlfriends.
rescheduling.
The heartthrobs can act, and they're
Incidentally, this intense competition complemented by two of the most highly
explains why movies depend on big openings regarded actors in modem cinema.

1r&JLI[

Allegedly, there is no record of
the author going to reform school. The
author claims he has disguised the case
well enough so no one will discover the
tnith.
Whether this controversy will affect the
film negatively or not is to be seen.
"Sleepers" is already off to ·a ·healthy
start.

There's also some nice character acting
from the supporting cast, including Ron
Eldard of "E.R."

a

REEL

The
crowded
summer
market was just a sign of
things to come.

Robert
De
Niro .and
Hoffman are outstanding as
school Catholic priest and a
up alcoholic lawyer. With star
ikc }hi~, it's hard to mi sfire.

"Sleepers" is based on a best-selling
book, however, that happens to lead to a
stitch of controversy for the film .
The author claims the story is true,
and Catholic officials have blasted the
film for claiming that. The film deals with
the boys mistreatment at the reform
school.

The boys were sent there because of
a pntnk gone wrong., Bacon and his fellow
guards subject the boys ·10 torture and sexual
abuse.
When the film flashes forward to the
adult versions of the boys, who set
in motion an elaborate plan to get
revenge.
Pitt's character devises a convoluted plan
for the four to get revenge on the guards and
get away with it. The only problem is that the
plan depends on the De Nico's priest to help.
"This is what the Catholic officials object to.

In addition to the cast, Levinson's
directing is a selling point. The film
is a worthy follow-up to the successful, but
mediocre, "Disclosure." Levinson molds
an interesting narrative, dealing with
the characters young alter egos in the first
htllf of the film, and then shifting to
adult hood for the second half.

In fact, the only glaring negative I could
find in this film is the running time. At over
two and a half hours, iris lengthy. It's not a
slow film, but somewhere I think they could
have cut out 20 minutes or so. Even at it's real
length, though, you're still compelled to
watch.
With interesting subject matter, great
performances, and solid direction "Sleepers"
keeps its a viewers interested.

Sleepers rates
8 out of 1Ostars

ATTENTION
PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS

You are required to come to
the Student Services Office to
obtain your ACCESS CODE;
THE DAY BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers wil be available in BB · 123,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Starting October 28
for Winter Quarter 1997

Editorial Board
Eric J Hedlund
Ryan Voz •
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

SIGNE
PHIU.DELPH/li DAILY NEWS

Philadelphia
USA

Selke Field needs
refurbishment
Nov. 16 will be the last home game for the SCSU football
team at Selke Field this season. The attendance at Selke Field
has again been low.
On~ reason attendance is low could be the appearance of
Selke Field. It looks like an extension of the. state prison located
a·few blocks away. The brick walls,which are not inviting to the
public make it difficult to know a football game is occurring.
Another reason attendance could be low is the distance to
Selke Field from campus. Most students living on campus do
not have access to a Vehicle. When it's cold and raining outside,
students don't want to leave the warmth for a wet walk to Selke
Field. By the time someone actually got to the field on a rainy
day, they would be so drenched and cold they would not want
to stay for the'football gru:ne. Students with-cars at least have
the option to sit in their cars and stay warm and dry while
waiting for the rain_to end, though with the walls they would
not be able to see.
The National Hockey Center is very inviting to the public
with its colorful neon lights near the top of the building. There
are no tall brick walls creating a prison-like effect anywhere
near the building. It is located on campus, making it convenient
for students living on camp.us to attend the weekend series.
St John's University has a beautiful football stadium which
is very inviting to St. Joseph as well as St. Cloud residents. If
SCS{J rebuilt or remodeled Selke Field, it may prompt students
and the general public to attend athletic events there·.

EDITORIAL

Referendum vote
misleading
Nov. 5, 1996 was a day when people could cast their vote
for candidates, but it also marked a day when people could
decide whether the_re would be a referendum to the
constitution.
Two important issues affecting the MinnesOta constitution on
the ballot were ttie ability to have.a recall on legislators and the
process of assigning bonuses to the veterans of the Persian Gulf
War.
If a person did not have an opinion on the referendum issues
and decided not to vote on them, a "no" vote was automatically
assigned.
·
This is to insure enough people vote on the referendum to
make its passing legitimate.
However, the system has its flaws. Soinetimes people don't
vote on an particular issue or candidate for various reasons,
such as lack of infonnation, nq opinion or they just don't care
about the issue.
Just because a person doesn't have an opinion on an issue
doesn't· mean it should be used as a "no" vote. People with no
opinion could possibly hurt the "yes" vote.
H there was a narrow vote on a certain issue, people would
want to know how many "no" votes came from people who did
not vote.
" To take care of the problem of counting non-voters, the
number of people who voted yes or no on the issue should be
totaled. If that total is more than IO percent of the voting
population, then enough people voted: If not, ·• ·greater publicity
campaign should be mounted before the question is pllt on the
ballot again.

ST;\FF OPINION
ERIC

J..HEDLUND,

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The '96 campaign was a
non-event, unfortunately

[i

The media does not tell us
what to think, it tells us what
to think about.
That's what one of my
mass communications
professors told me
once It 1s an
mterestmg statement,
and it may help to
1
explain why the '96
poht1caJ campaign
was such a non'
event
As election day
approached, i! occurred to me
that there simply hadn 't been
very much talk about the
political.races, either in the
news media or by the public.
Why? As I tried to ·
fonnulate my own theories ·on
this question, I called into
''Talk of the Nation," a
discussion show on Minnesota
Public Radio, to ask why the
news media gave
comparatively ·Iittle attention
to this campaign.
The reply was relatively
simple: There simply was
little conflict in this election.
Clinton was ahead in the polls
from the very beginning, with
only minor fluctuations. He
never lost his lead. Perot's poll
numbers were so miniscule
that h~ was hardly part of the
race. .
The race between Sen.
Wellstone and Rudy
Boschwitz was far more
interesting. They were in a
dead heat for much of the

campaign. And let's face it,
lowest national voter turnout
Wellstone's far more fiery
in decades.
than Clinton, and Boschwitz is
The news media needs to
take some responsibility for
far more nasty, bitter and
this decreased interest. The
under-handed than Dole.
nation is almost completely
The news media,
dependent upon the news
for all its ments and
media for information about
faults, feeds on
the candidates and their stance
conflict If Clinton
on issues.
and Dole had been
Granted, candidates'
neck-and-neck
platfonns were only a phone
throughout the race,
call away; voters could easily
the amount of news
coverage would have have requested the
infonnation they needed.
increased immeasurably.
However, the American public
Both politicians would
is largely passive politically. If
have turned the burners to
boil, and would have made the data isn't fed to them in easyto-digest pieces, they won't
campaign they did wage look
like an elderly couple dancing pay attention.
What can be done to solve
to a Strauss waltz.
the problem of
But that did
not happen.
►
IIJ::...,==
political
===l.
.
apathy?
True, Dole
Campaigns
almost gave
could stand to
hilTlself an
Ibe relative
be shorter.
aneurism by
tranquilness of Dragging it out
pounding the
over
year is
character issue
the presidential a bit one
much.
agaillst a wall.
race 1.edto a
Furthennore,
of indifferent
don't always
journalists and
decreased
depend on the
almost equal,ly
interest in the news media.
indifferent
voters. That
competitian. .. The public
must realize
was essentially
that politicians shouldn't be
the only tension in this
left to run roughshod over the
otherwise placid campaign.
The relative tranquilness of country, so they'd better pay
attention io what they say and
the presidential race led to
do. Be a pest. Keep calling
decreased interest in the
them. Let them know we're
competition by the voting
public, which in turn led to the watching them.

• •
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S~dents need to know Pro-choice then, pro-choice now
how to have
responsible fun
I am proud to be an alumnus of SCSU. I graduated in 1988, before the
alleged riot. This year was my first chance to return to SCSU for
homecoming.
Except for reuniting with some old friends downtown, I was
disappointed. !know SCSU administrators are trying to get rid of the
party school image, but that doesn't mean you have to stop having a good
time. I can't believe there was no parade. The stands were nearly half
empty at the game, and the marching band dido 't even show up.
• You would never have known it was homecoming except for the petty
appearance of the homecoming king and queen who walked on the field,
waved, and then left. Then I went to Halenbeck Hall for Husky Hoopla. I
lasted about 15 minutes. Most of thal time was spent at the alumni booth
asking, "Where was homecoming?"
What do you meaI)., "new tradition?" That is a contradiction in tenns.
You think students need to be more responsible, but administrators also
need to be reminded of what it was like to be a college student.
I am a 31 •year•old professional who still knows how to have
responsible fun. I got a motel room. I didn't drive. I did drink, and was
among the hundreds of people who flocked out of the b.ars to join the
masses at closing time. I wasn't out to raise hell. I just wanted to have

fun.
I think students and administrators need.to work toward a
compromise. Maybe a homecoming concert with a beer garden that is
closely monitored. Let alumni help too.
Homecoming is supposed to bring us back to-remember the good
times we ha'd. Let's not forget that life is there to be e:Xperienced, not to
be passed by. There's nothing wrong with a good party once you have
your homewmt done. ·
:: Jbhn Murray
Alumnus

President Grube tries to
protect school image

On Oct. 23, Tattended the SCSU-sponsored debate
their abortion decisions suggests women either are not
between pro-life advocate Mary Hallan and pro-choice capable of making an infonned decision, or they are
advocate Lynn Paltrow. Early in the debate, Paltrow
~being duped by doctors.
,
asked for a show of hands from the audience, "How
Another woman In the audience postulated that
young adults arc sexually active, the Catholic church
many people know someone that has had an
abortion?" Perhaps half the attendees responded
is against contraception, and t~esc facts contributed to
affinnatively.
the demand for abortions. Did Hallan have any
Quite a different response from the first abortion
solutions? Hallan responsed that she really didn't
debate I attended at SCSU, 24 years ago. I was 19. It
think very many young,adults were sexually active.
was a year before the Supreme Court decided Roe vs.
Hallan dodged the question on contraception and
Wade. Abortions were illegal in Minnesota and 47
never addressed the question of abortion in the case of
rape, incest, of to save the life of the mother.
'
other states. At that first debate, few knew anyone
who received a safe, legal abortion. Many students
Complex problems in a chapging society don't
knew someone who had ended a pregnancy by illegal
have easy solutions. We should be leery of any plan
abortion, in a non-medical environment, often with
that offers simple solutions for problems that have
catastrophic results.
besieged humankind for generations. Last week,
The pro-life/pro-choice labels are not so much
Poland legalized abortions. In China, abortions are not
about what one might choose for themselves, but
only legal, but under some circumstances, mandatory.
whether one thinks others•should be allowed to
Th~ abortion issue won't go away and is not getting
decide. The abortion debate is really a debate al two
easier. Consider the recent questions raised by the
levels. One level is sociological. It's about finding
evolution of genetic testing, the introduction of
social policies on abortion that serve the greater good
RU486 (the abortion pill) and frozen embryos.
of our country. The second level is personal; whether a
On a social level, there must be some common
woman, at a given point in time with unique
ground. The pro·life and pro-choice advocates could
circumstances, should consider an abortion as an
join forces to respectfully offer education and options
to woinen. We can reduce the number of unwanted
acceptable choice, or as the least worse alternative.
Hallan and Paltrow are excellent advocates for
pregnancies in this country.
their respective positions. Hallan used most of her
On an individual level, there is not much middle
time to describe the consequences of abortion to
ground. Planned pregnancies will be joyful, and 1
fetuses, women, father, and ~ociety. Paltrow explained unwanted pregnancies will be faced with tears.
the complexity of the issue, the difficulty of balancing
In a society that cherishes individual liberty and
the rights of all concerned and the consequences of
freedoni from government inJerfer~nce, some women
giving society control over a woman's reproductive
will make the decisi?,n to ·a ~rt -iQ su_ch a dis,dainful
system. _
manner that p[9--chmce advoca~ will not attempt t0
The attendees in the Ritsche Auditorium were
defend the decision ~ only the right to make' it. Wi'th
respectful toward both debaters. Most audience'
the wise council of family, friends, clergy, doctors and
questions were posed to Hallan. When prcss'ed on the
loved ones, I trust the majorit)' of women will make
unpleasant idea of thousands of women being jailed
decisio~ that are right for them, even if Hallan ,and I,
for having an abortion, Hallan expressed thal she
and others might disagree. Pro-life or pro.choice, this
didn't think women should be held criminally
is an issue that won't go away.
responsible for their abortion decisions. Doctors who
Jon W. Brandt
perfonn abortions should pe arrested and prosecuted.
Alumnus
Paltrow challenged the implication of Hallan's
Psychology
argument Not expecting women to be responsible for

We are writing in response to Ms. Pittman's and Ms. Johnson's letter
in the Oct 29 issue of University Chronicle. We feel it is necessary to
clarify the situation they have so wrongly interpreted.
The publicity surrounding the first party (Sept. 26) necessitated a
response by the SCSU administration. This school's previous reputation,
unfounded though it may be, created repeated attacks by the media
President Grube is trying to protect SCSU's reputation and the merit of
our degrees, not destroy them. Those who host the huge, for.profit parties
that are drawing the recent bad press deserve criticism, not those trying to
provide leadership and positive direction.
I am writing today in reference
If one would have taken the time to watch any of the press
to the "University Alcohol
conferences and news reports, he or she would have noticed President
Initiative." As the organizer of this
Grube and other administrators stated they believe it is a small minority
· statement of support, I personally
of SCSU students participating in the for.profit parties in question.
contacted more than 150 students.
The impression was never given that all SCSU students drink and
After a successful homecoming
party. On the contrary, it was emphasized that the majority arc here to
weekend, I would like to thank
work and get a quality education. One only needs to use logic to realize
those students who made their
that there is not a university administration in existence thal would
voice of concern heard.
publicize such situation for the media to interpret as they choose.
Many students and
Sarah Riley organizations put a lot at stake to
Senior sign this statement of support,
Political science tentative as it is. I particularly
congratulate Theta Chi for taking a
huge risk by j(;lining this statement.
Katie Landwehr
My main motivation for putting
Senior .this statement together was, and
Biomedical science continues to be, two-fold. Within

Students attempt to change SCSlJ's
party school reputation

a

the student body, alcohol
contributes to sexual assault,
crime, health, educational and
other problems. Acknowledging
these facts as a university, we
inherently see some solutions, if
we look at them. Responsibility
seems to be the best solution.
I encourage studel)ts to realize
they will leave this institution and
face the reputation that is pervasive
about our university. The
reputation is bad now, but that can
change quickly.
Students pulled together to
make this a safe homecoming.
Changing our reputation requires
that we first make changes from

within. Everyone at the university
is a public relations expert, and at
every opportunity takes the time to
spread the word that things are
different now at SCSU.
As ml)ch of an accomplishment
as this statement was, it is not an
issue that will go away like the
debris of homecoming being
picked up from the street. We
would be wise to continue·to focus
on responsibility for today, as well
as for our future.

Tom Lundy
Junior
Political science

Letter Policy·.
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major in school (if applicable)
. Phone number
Signature
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On stte
laundry, on campus clipper bus line.
654-8300.

Classifieds

CARETAKER TEAM.
SE side apt. oomplex. Partial rent

2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $41 fimonth.
Includes heat, ·water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!!654,8300

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in, four-bdrm. apts.
Heal·paid, close to SCSU. Call 2518284, 251-9418.

$$100 OFF 1ST MONTHS
RENT$$

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2'. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a ~landing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more infonnation, contact Jill Otto, Classifiedsmanager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.

credit for 2-bdrm. apt. Apply at
Northern Management, 1725 W. St.
Germain, St. Cloud, MN 56301 or
call 654-8300.

4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per
person. 255-9262.

Policies:

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.

COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.

room in house. One block from
campus. Fully furnished, including
cable TV. Dinneis included. Call
259-5258.

FEMALE WANTED.
Four-bdrm. apt. Winter quarter.
Heat paid. 251-6005.

MALE/FEMALE WANTED
to sharl! three-bdrm.
apt.
winter/spring quarter. Heat paid. Call
203-7104. Ask for Andrea.

One-bdnn. apt-available 11-1,
$410/month. Two-bdrm. apt.available
11-1.
$485/month.

$179/MONTH.
Private rooms in two bath apts.
across from U-Pik Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged

bldg.

Sub-lease

situations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low deposit. 259·
0977.

710APTS.
Three-bdrm. apt available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,
micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
deposrt. 255-9262.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Available now. Heat
paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.

TWO-BDRM APT.,
close to SCSU. Also single rooms in
three and four. Call 251-8284, 2519418.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting a
$360/month.
Call Apartment
Finders, 2594040.

Includes heat, water and garbage . .
Very large rooms-on stte laundry, on
campus clipper bus line. 654-8300.
$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 2518284, 251-9418.
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Guatemala
Hong Kong
Bangkok

$254
$259
$249
$434
$477
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ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. 253-5340.

SMART MONEY

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
available. Clean, quiet building.
Private or semi-private bath.
Utilities, cable included. 259-9434.

Getting a diploma is a smart thing to
do. But paying for a college education is
not getting any easier.
TCF BANK Minnesota fsb can-help.
TCF BANK offers several loan programs
for students and parents to help you get
that diploma.
Call us for more information and an
application toll-free at 800-247-1092
Ext. 8100.

PARKING AVAILABLE
one block from Halenbeck. $25 per
month. 253-1154.

National Reservation Center

ROOM IN APT. FOR RENT.
Very nice! Semi-private bath, two

(1 ·800-226-8624)
http,llwww.d,,e.~

(Nov 22). Prime parking available.
Close to campus! Call 252-9226,
ask for Fay.·

1-800-2-COUNCIL level apt. Available after fall quarter

EUROPASS FROM $210

SINGLE ROOMS,
m1, cable and phone jacks, locking
bdrm. doors. $179 per month.
Available immediately. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.
New carpet, paint. Great location.
Heat paid, parking available. 253·
1320.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS!!
Warm American family renting a

SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenient
locations. Quality living, free
parking. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

I1VSTANT CREDI

r,

Lender Code

THREE MALES
in four-bdrm, apt. Heat, cable and
electric paid. New carpet, laundry
and parking available. Campus
dose. 25Hi005.

.
0
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Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $f0,000 Within Days!
:

l -

1CF BANK

821728

R V L N

~
EUALIUIIH

LENDER

VACANCY
for males and females in four
bedroom apts. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, campus close. Quiet and
clean, E.P.M. 251-6005.

I· 0 R .\f

•

Two Of The Most Widely Used V.1:$,j
Credit Cards In The World Today!

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

I

Slllllm C.EPJT. SERYJ.CE$ 1
P.O. Box~
I
Ctl.1odlt ~ ~ J ' • llou.'l'IO!II, FL "822
I

• - GIIAIIAH\'IIDt
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I

lo tmm lo Joe, lo PAl!tlll'-Stan, lo Stt.uttn Jlaoos11l :

no credit • bad credit • no inc-ome? •
You can Qualify To Receive •
. •:
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Guarn!llecd SI U.000 In Credit t
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(No investment needed) Call
KriSti at 203-7801.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, •BMWs,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883
for current listings.
SPRING BREAK
MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
THE BEST CHRISTMAS
GIFT.
Name a star for some_one.
Just $33. Celestial Registry,
(800) 446-3985 X1004.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.

~~~ ~;~~o~i ~f~~t't

~~fl

on ~;tesd~~~J
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other
weekdays, $6.
TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable
rates, flexible hours. Call
Alk:e, 251-7001.
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS
GIFT.
Name an actual star for someone.
$33. Star Directory. (800) 500-3128.
WOMEN,
tired of the noise and congesti~?
We have large private rooms with
ca~e T.V., laundry, parkin~, and a
great location! Call for deta1ls... Bob,
251-8211.

Attention
ADOPTION:

-

[ovi!lg, married, childl~ss couple

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,_
professional and courteou~, will
work with you to detenmne a
shooting schedule that wi_ll !it_ y~r
wedding day plans. Spec1ahzmg in
candids before, during and afte~ the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
infonnation, call Paul at 654-8501.

--. hopes to we1oome your infant to our
family.
Financially
secure,
supportive family. We'll help you any

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Gennain St., Sune 205, St. Cloud.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,

WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME.
Call (320) 240-1140 evenings and
weekends. Ask for Marilyn
Anderson.

way we can! can Rhoda and Dave
collect, (612) 922-5870.

ever!!! $$$ Cash for college$$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID 2 HELP.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At
home. Toll free, (800) 8989n8 ext. R-3883 for listings.
$1 OOO'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. To!I
free (800) 218-9000 Ext. T3883 for listings.

FREE lctlvftlea

Student Express,Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

NEED EXTRA CASH?

Make money now via the internet!

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars.
For info. call (301) 306-1207.
DON'T READ THIS
unle~ you want to ha~e fun
while earning $. Looking to
take-on five energetic, go-getters for
expansion. Call Jodi, 656-1498.

EMBROIDERY OPERATOR.
First and second shift.. Sewi~g
experience preferred, will trar_n.
Apply in person at Dubow Textile
Inc., 455 Lincoln Ave. NE, St.Cloud.
FREE TRIPS & CASH:
Find out how hundreds. of -stud~nt
represeotatives are -already eamI~9
free trips and lots o! cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! sen only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Baha~as,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAKI
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 week!Y
assembling circuit boards/el~rornc
components at . home. Expe~Ience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
HUMAN SERVICE MAJORS:
gain experience assisting adults
with developmental disabil!ties.
Flexible·
hours,
evenings,
weekends, mornings, ~nd aw~ke
overnight shifts. Will train. S1artIng
wage $6.35 wnh HS diploma, $6.60
with .QMRP certif.:ate, $7.10 with
two year degree, $7.85 with four
year degree. Increase $.25. 'l'."ith
CPR. Increase after med. training.
Increase $.25 after 1/1/97. Contact
Deb or Tania at Meeker County
community Hom.es, 504 S.
Marshall, Litchfield, MN for
appl<:ation. (320) 693-8836.
NANNIES!
can the eme nanny service! Exciting
positions nation wide! No f~. Top
5alaries. One year commitment.
Nannies Plus. Sandy, (800) 7263965.
NANNY POSmON AVAILABLE
in warm, sunny L.A. Seekin~ a
nanny for our two young. gI~s.
Starting Jan. 1997. EnnchIng
oppo.rtunity to explore LA. culture
from our comfortable home. Salary,
room and board, vacation, etc. (818)
719-3957 or (818) 716-8813.
NO LAY-OFFS.
Growing company expanding into
area. $12/hr. start. For application
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Response-America,
530 S. Monroe St. Dept. 316,
Monroe, Ml 48161 .

Do TIIE
BUS ...

.ln~tcad ~

-

-t~~] ~~!}]
to SCSU ...

~'il-a a.lJ ov~r \.0 w'1.r·
i

Do nto"'ll

lf yoa·r• "dotng" too mz1 cf, foot
worJ\ or "doiI}g" 11 !o"ll•/fiat• tfiing wit!,
your car. Do ·Tv• BUS ... U111tcad! Piel\ up
your M•tro Bull Q,z1art•r Pass for $18 at
tfi• Atwood Main D•lll\: rt ·s good for
anlllllit•d rtd•ll on tfi• Campas Cllpp•r or
tfi• •nhr• Metro Bus system! Sooo Don't w•ar oat your f••t. waste your ..car
or pat ap wit!\ parl\tng problems. Do
Tf>c BUS" instead - All O"\/Cr town!
:R,oatc 11cficdalc\l and qaartcr pa\l\lcS
a-vailahlc at Atwood Main Desk,.

MEIROBMS

For more information, call 251-RID~.

. C
Wl\atC"ller yoa do ... Do tli• BUS ... In11tcad •
JESUS AND SATAN
Thursday. All welcome. Call Tom,
are pretend The b1bbcal Jesus lied 240-0680.
(John 10 16) "And they shall hear • ___A_R_E_Y_O_U~DO~l"'N7G - my voice and there shall be one fold, the same thing day after day? ~
and one shepherd n After 2000 something different! Call Detta Phi
years there are 1500 separate Epsiloo International Sorority today.
Christian denominations and Call 6S4-6311.
thousands more non-Christian - - - - - - = c c - - religlons, neither one fold nor o~e
ATTENTION WOMEN!
shepherd. (John 2:19) gDesti:oy 1~15 Want to have fun, meet new people
temple and in three days I will raise and give back to your community?
it up." Other verses show Iha~ Jesus Call Jess at Phi Epsilon Alpha Social
r::u~otJ~~a~d~~tG~s~,~~~ Soromy 252-9839.

For Sale

(Acts 13:30) (Acts 2:24) Question
everything. Atheism is true.

1988 CHEVY CAVILER Z24.
Blk., grey int., loaded-full power.
Must sell. $3600, 8/0. 203-0426.

THE FOOL HAS SAID
in his heart, "There is no God."
Psalms 14:1.

SNAKE FOR SALE.
Red tailed Boa. Very friendly. Call
203-1938.

Notices

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are real!! GOO doesn't believe in
atfleists, why should you_? Put your
faith in God. Then you will know th e
truth and the truth will set you free!

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS.
New meeting time. AA will meet at
3:00 on Thursday. For further info.
call Cheryl at 656-1775 or JoAnne,
255-4850.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 227 every

NONTRADmONALSTUrENT
support grbup. Are you married, a
parent, or over 23? Meet others,
share
experiences.
Each
Wednesday 11 :00 in Stewart Hall,
103. Contact Shelly, 255-3171.
OPENING THE DOOR TO YOUR
FUTURE!
AMA
American
Marketing
Association meetings Wednesday,
SH 308, 12:00 and 5:00.
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
has started. Rehearsals are
Wednesday and Thursday from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
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So, you're going home for break?
We'll work around you ...
When you work with us!
·w e are Aria Communications, your key to an exciting and
fulfilling job opportunity. We provide a fun, ehergetic,
learning environment for our callers, representing
non-profit and for-profit organizations nationally.
Aria callers experience:
* Flexible scheduling - we'll work around your
commitments like class schedules & breaks and
other employment
* Seasonal part-time positions available
* Early evening shifts
* Absolutely NO cold calling
* Hourly base wage plus bonus based on your
performance
- ~- __ ___,
Paid orientation and training
* Competitive benefits, including our Earning &
Learning Program
* Personal and professional growth in our fun and
supportive environment

*

If you are a highly motivated team player with great
communication skills and are looking for some additional
income . . . give us a call.

259-5206

CO _MMUNICATIONS

717 West St. Germain

